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If you’re looking for a solid introduction to programming with WSH and VBScript, then this is the book for you. Developed by computer science instructors, books in the For the Absolute Beginner series teach the principles of programming through simple game creation. By following along with the exercises in this book, you’ll acquire the skills you need to write more practical WSH and VBScript programming applications and will learn how these skills can be put to use in real-world scenarios. Best of all, by the time you finish this book, you will be able to apply the basic principles you’ve learned to the next programming language you tackle.

With the instructions in this book, you’ll learn to:

	Write small scripts that can add shortcuts to your Windows desktop, Start Menu, and Quick Launch Toolbar
	Create and reference data stored in the computer’s memory using constants, variables, and arrays
	Combine two or more WSH-supported scripting languages into a single script using XML
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Oracle Database 10g Performance Tuning Tips & TechniquesMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Maintain a High-Performance Oracle Database 10g Environment
 

Monitor, analyze, and optimize Oracle Database 10g using the tested methods and insider advice contained in this definitive volume. Written by Oracle Certified Master Richard Niemiec, Oracle Database 10g Performance Tuning Tips &...
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VMware ESX Essentials in the Virtual Data CenterAuerbach Publications, 2008
The VMware ESX server is vital to virtualization methods used to perform server consolidation, software development, test automation, legacy Windows migration, and more. Server virtualization can drastically cut business costs, and considering that there are few experts in the field, VMware ESX Essentials in the Virtual Data...
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Effective IT Project Management: Using Teams to Get Projects Completed on Time and Under BudgetAMACOM, 2004
As an IT manager you face innumerable problems and projects
with incredible pressure to finish them on time and
under budget.

More and more IT managers are realizing that project management
processes can help them address these problems.
The project life cycle is one such process.

The project life cycle, or...
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Mastering Exploratory Analysis with pandas: Build an end-to-end data analysis workflow with PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Explore Python frameworks like pandas, Jupyter notebooks, and Matplotlib to build data pipelines and data visualization

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn to set up data analysis pipelines with pandas and Jupyter notebooks
	
			Effective techniques for data selection, manipulation, and...
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Picture Yourself Learning Corel PaintShop Pro X4Course Technology PTR, 2011


	Designed for anyone interested in graphics, photography, or photographic

	creations, this book came into existence to show you how you can put the incredible power of

	Corel PaintShop Pro X4 into play.





	This book cuts right to the chase of the PaintShop Pro X4 tools that are best used when working with

	photographs...
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Nonlinear Regression with R (Use R!)Springer, 2009

	This book is about nonlinear regression analysis with R, in particular, how

	to use the function nls() and related functions and methods.





	Range of the book





	Nonlinear regression may be a confined and narrow topic within statistics.

	However, the use of nonlinear regression is seen in many applied...
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